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QUESTION 1

The following example, the HomeIns, HomeInsInt, and Customer rulesets are configured for application validation.
MyCo and MyCoInt are configured ruleset validation. 

MyCo lists MyCoInt and Customer as its prerequisites, and the prerequisite for MyCoInt is Pega-ProcessCommander. 

Which of the following statements is correct? 

A. Rules in MyCo can reference rules in HomeInsInt. 

B. Rules in MyCoInt can reference rules in Customer. 

C. Rules in MyCo can reference rules in HomeIns. 

D. Rules in Customer can reference rules in HomeIns. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are preparing to create a new major version of an application ruleset in which there are multiple minor and patch
versions. 

How do you create the new ruleset version? 

A. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to merge the existing rules in the relevant ruleset versions to the new version. 

B. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to skim the relevant ruleset versions to copy the highest version of existing rules
to the new ruleset version. 

C. Create a new application ruleset using the appropriate version number, then copy the highest version of existing
rules into the new ruleset version. 

D. Use the Application Structure landing page to lock and roll the existing ruleset versions to the new version. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/knowledgebase/articles/how-skim-compress- merge-copy-anddelete- rulesets-
ruleset-maintenance-wizard 

 

QUESTION 3

For what reason would you configure an Access Deny record? 

A. To prevent users from updating cases during a particular stage of the case life cycle. 

B. To prevent users from deleting attachments to a case. 
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C. To prevent users from performing a specific flow action. 

D. To explicitly prevent users from deleting cases to satisfy a company policy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The page .Product contains data retrieved from an external system of record using a data page. How do you ensure
.Product always contains the most current data from the data page? 

A. Select Refer to a data page on .Product. 

B. Select Copy data from a data page on .Product. 

C. Configure .Product to refer to a keyed data page. 

D. Define a reference property that refers to the data page. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When creating a new ruleset version, what extra step must the system architect perform? 

A. There are no extra steps if the ruleset version is up-to-date. 

B. Change the decision table item numbers. 

C. Lock the ruleset to prevent automatic versioning. 

D. Rulesets cannot be versioned. 

Correct Answer: A 
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